We use integral field spectroscopy to study in detail the Wolf-Rayet (WR) population in NGC 3310, spatially resolving 18 star-forming knots with typical sizes of 200-300 pc in the disc of the galaxy hosting a substantial population of WRs. The detected emission in the so-called blue bump is attributed mainly to late-type nitrogen WRs (WNL), ranging from a few dozens to several hundreds of stars per region. Our estimated WNL/(WNL+O) ratio is comparable to reported empirical relations once the extinction-corrected emission is further corrected by the presence of dust grains inside the nebula that absorb a non-negligible fraction of UV photons. Comparisons of observables with stellar population models show disagreement by factors larger than 2-3. However, if the effects of interacting binaries and/or photon leakage are taken into account, observations and predictions tend to converge. We estimate the binary fraction of the H ii regions hosting WRs to be significant in order to recover the observed Xray flux, hence proving that the binary channel can be critical when predicting observables. We also explore the connection of the environment with the current hypothesis that WRs can be progenitors to long-duration gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). Galaxy interactions, which can trigger strong episodes of star formation in the central regions, may be a plausible environment where WRs may act as progenitors of GRBs. Finally, even though the chemical abundance is generally homogeneous, we also find weak evidence for rapid N pollution by WR stellar winds at scales of ∼ 200 pc.
wind is sufficiently dense that an optical depth of unity in the continuum arises in the outflowing material. The spectral features are formed far out in the wind and are seen primarily in emission (Crowther 2007) . The unique spectroscopic features indicating the presence of WRs, the most common one centred at ∼ 4680 Å (AKA blue bump), has permitted their detection individually in Local Group galaxies (e.g., Massey & Hunter 1998; Massey 2003; Neugent, Massey & Georgy 2012; Hainich et al. 2014; Sander et al. 2014) , collectively within knots of local star-forming galaxies (e.g., Castellanos, Díaz & Terlevich 2002; Kehrig et al. 2013 ) and in single slit/fibre spectra in more distant starbursts (e.g. Guseva, Izotov & Thuan 2000; Pérez-Montero & Díaz 2007; Brinchmann, Kunth & Durret 2008; Pérez-Montero et al. 2010; López-Sánchez & Esteban 2010a; Shirazi & Brinchmann 2012) , and even in moderate redshift GRB hosts (Han et al. 2010) . They are also significant contributors to the average rest-frame UV spectrum of Lyman Break Galaxies (Shapley et al. 2003) . The blend of some stellar Carbon lines around at ∼ 5808 Å, known as the red bump, represents another characteristic spectral feature of WRs. However, this bump is more difficult to detect than the blue WR bump; in fact, it is almost always weaker (Guseva, Izotov & Thuan 2000; Fernandes et al. 2004; López-Sánchez & Esteban 2010a) , observed with no detection of the blue bump on a very few occasions in high spatial resolution (∼ 10 pc) studies .
The investigation of the WR content in galaxies is crucial to test stellar evolutionary models, specially at sub-solar metallicity where more data are needed to constrain the models. Several studies have attempted to reproduce the number of WRs responsible for the observed stellar emission features. Simple calculations involving the Hβ emission line combined with the strength of the blue bump already give a hint (Kunth & Sargent 1981) , but more refined theoretical evolutionary models predict that, at a fixed metallicity, the WR to O ratio strongly varies with the age of the starburst (Cerviño & Mas-Hesse 1994; Maeder & Meynet 1994; Schaerer & Vacca 1998) . Disagreement between observations and models on this ratio, especially at sub-solar metallicities, has induced the appearance of more sophisticated models including the influence of rotation and binary evolution (Van Bever & Vanbeveren 2003; van Bever & Vanbeveren 2007; Eldridge, Izzard & Tout 2008) in the evolutionary paths followed by massive stars.
During the last few decades many studies focused on large samples of H ii and WR galaxies have been published. While early works relied on narrow-band images of M33 and local low-mass galaxies (Drissen, Moffat & Shara 1993; Drissen, Roy & Moffat 1993) , more recent studies have made use of spectra of local and more distant starbursts to search for WRs in giant H ii regions and H ii galaxies. Although the use of spectra is an important advance (the WR features are directly detected), they use single slit/fibre spectra, which can be affected by aperture effects. This can severly affect the comparison of observations with model predictions, as pointed out in Kehrig et al. (2013) , given that the WR population is normally very localized and therefore less extended than the rest of the ionizing stellar population. These studies are also affected by sampling biases (e.g., only the most luminous clusters and H ii -like regions with a very limited range in ionization conditions are selected, or only a single aperture in large sample of galaxies is taken). In addition, slit observations may fail in detecting WR features due to their faintness with respect to the stellar continuum emission and their unknown spatial distribution across the galaxy. Using these techniques, several studies on spatially resolved WR population haven been accomplished for nearby galaxies outside the Local Group (e.g., Drissen et al. 1999; Bibby & Crowther 2010; Karthick et al. 2014 ). However, works on resolved WR population using relatively recent techniques that help mitigate the mentioned biases (e.g., Bastian et al. 2006; Monreal-Ibero et al. 2010; Kehrig et al. 2013) are not numerous. With the advent of the integral field spectrospy (IFS), these limitations can be overcome or at least significantly diminished. IFS has proved to be a powerful technique in minimizing the WR bump dilution and finding WRs in extragalactic systems where they were not detected before (Kehrig et al. 2008; Cairós et al. 2010; García-Benito et al. 2010) . With this powerful technique we can have simultaneous spectral and spatial information, which can allow us to study in a more efficient way the spatial distribution of the WR population in local galaxies.
The PPAK Integral-field-spectroscopy Nearby Galaxies Survey (PINGS; Rosales-Ortega et al. 2010 ) is a survey specially designed to obtain complete maps of the emission-line abundances, stellar populations and extinction using an IFS mosaicking imaging for nearby (D L 100 Mpc) 17 well-resolved spiral galaxies. In Miralles-Caballero et al. (2014) , hereafter Paper I, we characterized the properties (i.e., age, mass, impact on gas metallicity) of the ionizing population in 99 identified H ii regions in the stellar disc of NGC 3310 in order to study the impact of the minor merger on the star formation properties of the remnant. This moderatelylow metal galaxy (12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.2-8.4; Pastoriza et al. 1993 ; Paper I) is a very distorted spiral galaxy classified as an SAB(r)bc by de Vaucouleurs et al. (1991) , with strong star formation. With a broad range of stellar masses from about 10 4 to 6×10 6 M ⊙ and a narrow age range of about 2.5-5 Myr, WR signatures are expected to be observed at least for the most massive population. These features were early mentioned in the intense star-forming region known as Jumbo in Pastoriza et al. (1993) , and in several H ii regions in Paper I. In the present study, we have identified a sample of 18 H ii regions with measurable WR features in their spectra distributed across the disc of NGC 3310. The main strength of our data resides in the knowledge of the spatial location of the WR population, so that we can characterize it and investigate how it affects the environment. In particular, we analyse the WR content within these H ii regions, investigate if current synthesis stellar models are able to explain their emission properties and if WR are able to rapidly (i.e., τ ∼ 10 Myr) enrich the interstellar medium at spatial scales close to 200 pc. The importance of including binaries in models is additionally explored with the aid of X-ray spectra, which help us constrain the binary fraction of the stellar population. The integrated properties ( i.e., luminosity-metal and mass-metal relations) of the galaxy are also compared with those of more distant GRB hosts that present WR features to look for hints about the driving mechanisms of these energetic phenomena, taking into account that, as mentioned above, WRs are widely assumed to be progenitors of long duration GRBs.
The paper is organized as follows. We briefly present the dataset used in Sect. 2. The identification of H ii regions with WR features and the procedure used to fit the broad and nebular emission lines in the blue bump are explained in Sect. 3. The derived content of WRs and ratios to O stars are also reported in this section. In Sect. 4 we compare the observables with the predictions of synthesis stellar models, investigate on the binarity of the stellar population, speculate on the WR-GRB connection and discuss on the metal enrichment due to WR star winds. Finally, we compile our main conclusions in Sect. 5. Throughout this paper the luminosity distance to NGC 3310 is assumed to be 16. Roth et al. 2005) in the PMAS fibre Package mode (PPAK; Verheijen et al. 2004 , Kelz et al. 2006 . This was part of the PPAK IFS Nearby Galaxies Survey (PINGS; Rosales-Ortega et al. 2010 ). The V300 grating was used to cover the 3700-7100 Å spectral range with a spectral resolution (FWHM) of 10 Å, corresponding to 600 km s −1 . Three pointings with a dithered pattern (3 dithered exposure per pointing) were taken, observing strategy that allowed us to re-sample the PPAK 2.7
′′ -diameter fibre to a final mosaic with a 1-arcsec spaxel and a field of view (FoV) of about 148 × 130 arcsec 2 . The seeing of the observations was on average 1.5
′′ . We estimated the angular resolution to be about the size of the fibre (i.e., spatial resolution of about 200 pc) by using a rather isolated foreground star within the FoV for NGC 1057 (there is none in the FoV of NGC 3310), which was observed within the PPAK programme during the same night as NGC 3310, and thus the observation conditions were practically the same.
The technical specifications of the observations, data reduction (which followed the standard procedures for this kind of data as described in Sánchez 2006) and absolute flux calibration are summarized in Paper I. The reduced IFS data were stored in a 3-dimensional FITS image, with two spatial dimensions and one corresponding to the dispersion axis. A total of 8705 spectra were finally produced, spatially resolved in spaxels of 1 × 1 arcsec 2 .
X-ray data
We obtained XMM-Newton data for NGC 3310 (observations ID 0556280101 and 0556280201). The observations were taken in 2008 and 2009, with the two MOS and the pn cameras that comprise the European Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC). We did not analyse available data (ID 010112810301) from observations taken in 2001 because there was a high level of flaring throughout almost the entire observation (Jenkins et al. 2004) . We reduced the observation data files (ODF) using SAS 1 version 13.5.0. The SAS epproc and emproc tasks were used to generate the calibrated events files from the raw EPIC data. For each observation, the net useful integration times were of the order of 15 ks for the pn camera and from 36 to 41 ks for the MOS cameras. From these data X-ray images in the energy interval 2-10 KeV were created. We then extracted in each case the spectrum of the central region using a circular aperture of 35 ′′ in radius (see Fig. 1 ). The background was estimated from a region close to the source in the same CCD and free of any contaminating source. The background region was somewhat larger than the aperture used for extracting the spectrum of the galaxy. The energy redistribution matrices were generated with rmfgen and arfgen. We re-binned all the spectra in order to have at least 25 counts in each spectral bin.
We also retrieved data taken for NGC 3310 with the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer from the Chandra archive. The Chandra sequence number of this observation is 600276, and the observation ID 2939. The total exposure time for this observation corresponds to 47.2 ks. We used the type 2 event file provided by the standard pipeline processing. The CIAO 2 package, version 4.5, was used in order to obtain X-ray images with a superb angular resolution of about 0.5 ′′ within the energy range 2-8 keV.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Selection of H ii regions with WR features
The main Wolf-Rayet features seen in the optical spectra are two broad emission features: the blue bump around 4600-4680 Å and the red bump around 5670-5820 Å. In Paper I a total of 99 H ii regions were identified using the semi-automatic procedure HIIexplorer ) on the Hα images. As a result, we obtained a spectrum for each H ii region. We have thus searched for those characteristic features in our spectra. As explained in Paper I, the stellar continuum was subtracted from each of the rest-frame observed spectrum using the spectral synthesis code STARLIGHT (Cid Fernandes et al. 2004 . The residual spectrum is supposed to be formed by only nebular emission lines. However, the WR stellar emission features are not implemented in the models. Thus, these features remain in this residual spectrum, which is the one used to perform our study. Note that the nebular continuum was also subtracted and therefore the continuum of this spectrum is theoretically flat and of zero value. We have followed a simple procedure to select those H ii regions with "detectable" WR features: (i) the rms is computed in a local spectral range close to the WR features; (ii) we then compute the peak value of the spectrum within the spectral range that the WR features cover; (iii) those H ii regions with a flux ratio F peak /rms > 5 are selected; (iv) finally, a visual inspection is performed on the selected regions given that in a few cases the peak emission corresponds to a single nebular line or to an artefact. Following this procedure, a sample of 18 H ii regions with clear evidence of a blue bump was selected, being ID 20 the region with the faintest detectable WR feature. As Fig. 1 illustrates, they are distributed in the central region of the galaxy and along the spiral northern arm. Interestingly, we did not find clear WR features in other more external regions (regions ID 14, 17, 22, 27 and 45) with similar estimated age and mass (see Paper I) and lower observed stellar contiuum than in ID 20. Unfortunately, we did not find a clear evidence of the red bump emission in any spectrum, as Fig. A1 shows.
Other weak stellar optical lines, originated in WRs and that can give us an idea of what subtype of WR is present, can also be observed. We also searched for them when possible. As Fig. A1 illustrates, the detection of C iii 5696 Å was not positive for any of the regions. Given the spectral resolution of our data (FWHM ∼ 10 Å), we can not resolve the emission of N iii 4097 Å and O vi 3834 Å, since they lie too close to Hδ (at 4101 Å) and H8 (at 3835 Å), respectively. Finally, we did not find any clear evidence of O vi 3811 Å.
Identification of the WR features within the bump
The so-called blue bump is actually the blend of some broad (Izotov & Thuan 1998; Guseva, Izotov & Thuan 2000) . Therefore, particular care has to be taken in order to fit the WR features in the blue bump, and considering just one single Gaussian fit is not a good choice, as pointed out by Brinchmann, Kunth & Durret (2008) . Furthermore, the nebular emission lines within the bump should be properly removed and not included in the flux of the broad stellar lines.
In Fig. 2 we show a zoomed view of the rest-frame blue bump whereabouts in the continuum extracted spectra as a result of the STARLIGHT fitting for our sample of 18 H ii regions with clear WR features. The He ii 4686 Å broad feature is easily identifiable in the spectra, together with narrow peaks centred usually at 4650 and 4686 Å. Depending on the quality of the spectra, other narrow lines are also visible. We then first tried to fit the easily identifiable broad + narrow components using Gaussians. The adjacent continuum (expected to be around 0 in these spectra), up to a wavelength of 4830 Å for the right part and spanning the interval 4380-4430Å for the left part, was simultaneously fitted with a one-degree polynomial function. We did not include in the fit the 4500-4600 Å window since in most cases strong absorption features, probably residuals of badly subtracted background features, are present. The width (σ) of the narrow lines (i.e., nebular) was fixed to that of Hβ while the width of the broad line (i.e., the bump itself) was set free with a maximum value of 25 Å (FWHM = 59Å). For the broad component this corresponds to a velocity dispersion of about 1600 km s −1 , an adequate upper-limit to the width of individual WR features (see Smith & Willis 1982; Crowther 2007; Brinchmann, Kunth & Durret 2008) . It became evident that the addition of another broad component at ∼ 4650 Å was needed, representing the contribution of the N iii and C iii /C iv line blends. We iteratively fitted these features with broad and narrow Gaussians and examined the residuals. During this process, if the peak of the residual was found larger than 4× rms a new narrow component (e.g., [Fe iii ] 4665, 4703 ...) was added to the fitting procedure.
In general, between five and six components in total are needed to properly fit the WR features. Relatively high excitation nebular lines (i.e., [N iv] 4725 Å and [Ar iv] 4740) were detected in a few regions (ID 2, 5, 8, 10, 21, 36) , although the derived uncertainties are of the order of 40-60%. Table 1 compiles the results of our fits for the narrow and broad components of He ii λ4686, and for the broad N iii and C iii /C iv blends. In particular, the flux intensity (corrected for internal extinction) relative Hβ and the EW are provided. Note that the EWs are corrected for the presence of underlying non-ionizing populations, as estimated in Paper I. To summarize, the star formation history is derived using STARLIGHT . Then, to estimate the continuum emission of the ionizing population, the flux of the non-ionizing population (given the uncertainties, it is assumed as the emission of the modelled stellar population older than 15 Myr) is subtracted from the observed spectrum. The typical relative uncertainties in the measurement of these features are larger than 10% and up to about 40% (specially for the case of the EW determinations), which is not unexpected given that these features are usually weak.
Nature and number of WRs
The knowledge of the nature of the WR population and the estimation of their number is not straightforward. The He ii 4686 Å emission line and the blue WR bump are mainly linked to WN stars. The absence of N iii 4097 and the N v 4605,4620 Å blend suggests that the dominant population of WN stars corresponds to late-types (WNL), although some contribution by early-type WN stars (WNE) might be still present in the blue WR bump (Schaerer & Vacca 1998) . In fact, Pastoriza et al. (1993) actually managed to barely identify the N v blend in a higher spectral resolution single-slit spectrum of the Jumbo (regions ID 1 and 4). The C iv 5801,5812 Å emission feature (the red WR bump) essentially originates in WC stars (mainly in early-types, WCE). However, this feature is usually weaker than the blue bump and its non-detection does not necessarily imply the absence of WC stars. Other lines, directly linked with other WR subtypes (e.g., C iii 5696 Å, mainly from WCL types; O vi 3811, 3834, from WO types) are not detected either. Both WN and WC stars contribute to the emission of the broad N iii 4634,4640 Å (WN), C iii /C iv 4650,4658 Å (WC) blends.
If the dominant WN population corresponds to WNL types we can assume that there are no WNE present in order to obtain a first order estimation of the number of WNL using the blue bump, in particular the He ii 4686 Å broad emission feature. Three further considerations have to be taken into account:
• In very young bursts (with age τ < 3 Myr), the He ii ionizing continuum is dominated by O stars (Schaerer & Vacca 1998) . He ii lines are also produced by OIf stars, emitting Table 1 . Emission measurements of WR features for H ii regions with a clear signature of a WR population in their spectra.
HII
Hβ c (Hβ) a Narrow He ii λ4686 (Schaerer & Vacca 1998; Brinchmann, Pettini & Charlot 2008) . At high metallicity these do not contribute greatly to the He ii line luminosity (just a few % around solar metallicity). However, at low metallicity the WR phase is less prominent and the emission in the blue bump produced by OIf stars can even dominate during the first 2-3 Myr of the burst.
• The luminosity of WNL stars is not constant and can vary within factors of a few. Table 2 lists several references with adopted values in different observational and theoretical studies, most of them based on observations of WRs in the Galaxy and the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds. In fact, there is increasing evidence that the WR line luminosities are lower at lower metallicities as a consequence of the WR winds being metallicity dependent Crowther 2007) . The uncertainties of the reported values can easily be larger than 50% due to the poor statistics of the average values, which include only a bunch of observed WRs. The strong dependence of the WR features on the physical processes involving stellar mass loss is also responsible for the high dispersion.
• Actually, all WR types contribute to the He ii broad emission. According to Schaerer & Vacca (1998) , in WCL stars, He ii 4686 Å contributes on average ∼12% to the combined 4650/4686 blend. Likewise, they assume that He ii 4686 Å contributes 8-30% of the same combined blend for WCE in the LMC, being on average also about 12% (Smith, Shara & Moffat 1990) . The average emission feature of a WC4 star (i.e., WCE) in the combined blend is about 50×10 35 erg s −1 (Schaerer & Vacca 1998; ; for a WCL star is about 10×10 35 erg s −1 (Schaerer & Vacca 1998) . We can then estimate the emission of these stars 
Notes. References:
in He ii 4686 Å to be about 1-6 ×10 35 erg s −1 (WCL-WCE, respectively).
In Paper I we estimated the age of the ionizing population in all the identified H ii regions in the disc of NGC 3310. In all cases but two where WR features have been identified, the estimated age for this population is τ > 3.0 Myr. Thus, we do not expect OIf stars to show a significant contribution (if any) to the emission of the broad He ii 4686 Å feature, at least for 16 out of the 18 regions in our sample. We derived the number of WN (N WN ) stars assuming that only the WNL type contributes to the luminosity of the broad He ii 4686 Å feature:
Given the reported metallicity dependence of this broad emission, we have used the approach proposed by López- Sánchez & Esteban (2010a) ( 1) with x = 12 + log(O/H). In Paper I we performed a spectrophotometric analysis to fit the SED of the young ionizing stellar population. Among other characteristics, we could estimate the stellar metallicity of this population. The derived metallicity of this population in H ii regions with identified WR features is around Z ∼ 0.004 − 0.008 (12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.15-8.45), thus the derived luminosity of a single WNL star using this prescription is typically L WNL (He ii 4686) ∼ 12 − 14 × 10 35 erg s −1 . Finally, we have also estimated the effect of non-detected WCE stars on the luminosity of the broad He ii 4686 Å feature. Applying the same criteria we used when fitting the broad components, we could estimate the minimum peak we could be able to detect around the C iv 5808 Å feature (red bump). Thus, assuming this peak and a width of 25 Å (the maximum width allowed in the fit for the broad features, though in the red bump this width could be somewhat larger; Schild et al. 2003) we could estimate the area under the hypothetical Gaussian representing this feature, that is, the flux of the red bump had we been able to detect it. This allowed us to estimate an upper-limit to the number of WCE stars (a single WCE star contributes with a luminosity at 5808 Å of ∼ 3.3×10 36 erg s −1 ; Vacca & Conti 1992) , and consequently its contribution to the broad He ii 4686 Å feature. This is typically of the order of 10%, ranging from 5 to 20%. Therefore, although our estimation of N WNL is actually an upper-limit to the real number, in general a maximum systematic offset of only about 10% to the real number is expected due to the unseen WC population, should it exist.
Taking all the uncertainties and biases into account, we have made a first order estimation of the number of WNL stars, also identified as the total number of WN stars, in each H ii region with clear WR signatures. As can be seen in Table 3 , the H ii regions have typically of the order of a few hundred WN stars (for some of them about half a hundred or even less), being the integrated number above 4000. We can compare the number we have obtained for the so-called Jumbo region (corresponding to the H ii regions ID 1 and 4) with that derived in Pastoriza et al. (1993) . They estimated that around 220 WN4-5 stars could explain the measured luminosity of the broad He ii 4686 Å feature, against ∼ 670 WN stars obtained in this study. Actually, given the different calibration they used to estimate the number of WRs and the distance they assumed for NGC 3310 (12.5 Mpc), we should compare the measured flux of the blue bump in both studies. As a matter of fact, the flux we measure is larger by a factor of more than 2 (3.4 against 1.2 ×10 −18 erg cm −2 s −1 ). The WR features are normally very weak and can be easily diluted if there is strong presence of non-ionizing stellar emission, as it is the case in the circumnuclear region in NGC 3310. Therefore, a high S/N ratio is required to properly measure the emitted flux in these features. Although the spectral resolution of our spectra is lower than in Pastoriza et al. (1993) , the S/N of the blue bump is much higher with our data in the case of the Jumbo region (compare Fig. 5g in Pastoriza et al. 1993 and Fig. 2  here) .
WR ratios
Empirical results such as the ratio of WR to O stars provide sensitive tests of evolutionary models which involve complex processes (i.e., rotation, binarity). This ratio can be roughly derived by first estimating the number of O stars using the Hβ luminosity. Most of the H ii regions in NGC 3310 have low [O iii]/[O ii] ratios (i.e., < 1; Paper I). According to Osterbrock & Cohen (1982) , if the observed level of ionization is low, O7V stars are the best representative type of O stars. Assuming a contribution to Hβ luminosity by an O7V star of L O7V = 4.76 × 10 36 erg s −1 , a first estimation of the number of such stars is directly N O7V = L(Hβ)/L O7V . However, the contribution of the WR and other O stars subtypes to the ionizing flux has to be taken into account:
• Following , the average number of ionizing photons of a WNL star is assumed to be log Q WNL 0 = 49.4.
• The total number of O stars (N O ) can be derived from the number of O7V (N O7V ) stars by correcting for other O stars subtypes, using the parameter η 0 introduced by Vacca & Conti (1992) and Vacca (1994) . This parameter depends on the initial mass function for massive stars and is a function of time because of their secular evolution (Schaerer & Vacca 1998 ). With our estimation of the age of the ionizing population for each H ii region in NGC 3310 as reported in Paper I, we estimated η 0 using the SV98 models for a metallicity Z = 0.4Z ⊙ (the typical metallicity observed in this galaxy; Pastoriza et al. 1993, Paper I) . The strongly non-linear temporal evolution of this parameter during some time intervals (see Fig. 21 in Schaerer & Vacca 1998) causes strong asymmetries in the determination of its uncertainty (see Table 3 ).
With this we can determine the number of O stars as:
where
and Q O7V 0 are the total and O7V number of ionizing photons, respectively. We have adopted an average Lyman continuum flux per O7V star of log Q O7V 0 = 49.0 (Vacca & Conti 1992; Schaerer & Vacca 1998; Schaerer, Contini & Kunth 1999 ). As Table 3 shows, the number of WNL stars spans over one order of magnitude, depending on the H ii regions, from about 30 to 500. In Paper I we performed a spectro-photometric and ionization model analysis of the identified H ii regions in NGC 3310 and, as a result, it was determined that at least 25% of the ionizing photons are absorbed by dust in the nebula (with dust absorption factors f d 1.5 for regions with identified WR features). Therefore, we have derived the number of O stars applying a correction factor to the derived Q(H) due to this effect (N O ) and without the correction (N ′ O ). As can be seen in Table 3 , differences in the derived number of O stars taking into account UV dust absorption or not range from about a factor of 2 up to an order of magnitude. Therefore, this absorption can have a major impact on the determination of the number of ionizing stars and, as a consequence on the WR/O ratio. We must also keep in mind that due to the faintness of the broad C iv 5808 Å lines, some WC stars contribution may be also expected, and hence the total number of WR (O) stars may well represent just a lower (upper) value would be around 0.08-0.09 depending on η 0 . For lower ratios, the impact would even be less important.
We have compared our WR/O ratio, as the number of WRs over the total number WR+O stars (N WR /(N WR +N O )), with a couple of calibrations using either the 4650 blend (i.e., the entire WR blue bump) or just the He ii 4686 Å broad line. The former was early proposed by Arnault, Kunth & Schild (1989) and is useful especially in low resolution spectra, for which the broad He ii 4686Å cannot be separated clearly from the bump. The calibration is:
On the other hand, using data from , López-Sánchez & Esteban (2010a) developed an empirical calibration of the WR/O ratio using only the intensity of the broad He ii 4686 Å line, for the case of the WNL subtype:
where x = log [I(He ii 4686)/I(Hβ)], normalizing to I(Hβ) = 100. We compare our results with both calibrations in Fig. 3 . If absorption by dust grains is not taken into account (grey squares in the figure) , most of the values lie away from the relation given by Arnault, Kunth & Schild (1989) and the ratios obtained are compatible with having more WR than O-type stars in some cases. This also differs dramatically from observations, given that the largest ratios observed in WR galaxies are of the order or 0.10-0.30 (Castellanos, Díaz & Terlevich 2002; Brinchmann, Kunth & Durret 2008; Pérez-Montero et al. 2010; López-Sánchez & Esteban 2010a) . If, on the other hand, absorption is allowed, then the corrected values (black points in figure) are more consistent with the empirical relations and observations, though we observe a rather constant ratio for intensity ratios (for both I([N ii], C iii , C iv 4650 + He ii 4686)/I(Hβ) and I(He ii 4686)/I(Hβ)) lower than ∼ 0.06. For a few of the H ii regions there may still be a systematic offset of about 0.1 dex between our derived values and the calibration proposed by Arnault, Kunth & Schild (1989) . This is actually expected since, as we have mentioned before, the total number of WRs can well be somewhat underestimated and the number of O stars overestimated. In fact, the 4650 feature can include emission from carbon (C iii and C iv ) lines, originated in WC stars.
DISCUSSION
Comparison with stellar population models
During the last 20 years theoretical models have tried to explain the observed emission of the WR population, such as the measurements derived in the previous section. Starting with Arnault, Kunth & Schild (1989) , and up to now, improvements have been achieved by the combination of stellar evolution models, theoretical spectra and compilations of observed line-strengths from WRs, the most widely used those by Schaerer & Vacca (1998) (SV98) . Nowadays, there is a better understanding of the properties of WRs than when the SV98 models were released. Some improvements have been achieved on the metallicity-dependence of the He ii 4686 luminosity , on the influence of the rotation Leitherer et al. 2014 ) and on the effect of wind loss and binary evolution (Van Bever & Vanbeveren 2003; van Bever & Vanbeveren 2007; Eldridge, Izzard & Tout 2008; Eldridge & Stanway 2009) in the stellar tracks followed by massive stars.
Here we compare the predictions of theoretical models with our observational data. In particular, two models are considered for the comparison: (i) POPSTAR (Mollá, García-Vargas & Bressan 2009; Martín-Manjón et al. 2010 ), a self-consistent set of models including the chemical and the spectro-photometric evolution, for spiral and irregular galaxies, where star formation and dust effects are important; and (ii) BPASS (Eldridge & Stanway 2009 ), which includes the binary evolution in modelling the stellar populations, that can extend the WR phase up to longer than 10 Myr. Both models use the photoionization code CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 1998 ) to predict the nebular emission.
We first compare the intensity ratio of the blue bump to the Hβ emission line, the blue bump EW and the derived WR to O number ratio (i.e., N WN /(N WN + N O ) vs. the EW (Hβ) (i.e., basically the age of the population), with predictions from POPSTAR models (Fig. 4) . These models were used in Paper I to estimate the age of the ionizing population. As can be seen in the figure, for the typical moderate metallicities observed in this galaxy (i.e., Z Z ⊙ /3), evolutionary tracks from models lie in general well below the observed values, by factors larger than 3 (grey squares in the figure) . If we correct the observed values by dust absorption of UV photons in the nebula (coloured dots in the figure), models and observations get closer, though a typical mismatch of factors of 2-3 is still evident, specially at moderate metallicities (blue dots). We have also included in the plots vectors indicating how the tracks would move if half the ionizing photons escaped from the H ii regions. This is motivated by the results of some works in extragalactic H ii regions which conclude that the Lyman continuum photon leakage fraction may be significant (e.g. Crowther (2007) , the production of more WRs than currently favoured by the models can be achieved by including binarity in the evolutionary codes or when rotation is included in the stellar tracks. They have become promising sources for an increased WR population. In fact, several studies on samples of Galactic massive O stars support that binary interaction dominates the evolution of massive stars (e.g. Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Sana et al. 2012; Kiminki & Kobulnicky 2012 ).
4). As discussed in
Eldridge, Izzard & Tout (2008) developed a synthesis population code, BPASS 3 , where binarity is included. They found out that a third of the population evolves as single stars, while the remaining two thirds correspond to interacting binaries. The inclusion of binaries led to a prolonged WR phase (up to τ ∼ 15 Myr), consistent with earlier predictions by Van Bever & Vanbeveren (2003) . Fig. 5 compares our measurements and estimates with those predicted by BPASS, for single and binary star models. These models do not provide the WR ratio as a function of the age of the burst (i.e., EW (Hβ)). Nevertheless, they explicitly show that taking into account binaries leads to a increase in the WR to O number 3 http://www.bpass.org.uk/ ratio relative to single stars models (Fig. 5, right) . This had been a long-standing problem: given that metallicity has a strong effect on mass-loss rates, as WRs typically need a period of high mass loss to form, very few of them were expected to form at metallicities much lower than solar; however many WRs have been observed at low metallicites (e.g., Schaerer & Vacca 1998; Royer et al. 2001; Brinchmann, Kunth & Durret 2008) .
As before, if absorption by dust grain is not taken into account, observations and predictions differ in general. Once a correction for this is applied to the observed data, we can see that:
• The observed values (intensity ratio and blue bump equivalent width) are in general consistent with single star models, having similar ages as derived in Paper I. However, predicted WR to O number ratios are significantly underestimated, by up to factors of ten or larger, if single star models are consdidered (Fig. 5, right) .
• Including the effect of active binaries in the models enhances the intensity ratio, the EW and the WR to O ratio. In some cases the observed values are consistent with binary star models, the implied ages being typically of the order of 10 Myr or older. In other cases, corrections (e.g., due to escape of ionizing photons) should be applied to the tracks in order to match observations and binary star models. In such cases, the derived ages would be more consistent with those estimated in Paper I. Regarding the WR to O number ratios, our derived values and predictions using the BPASS models are consistent in some cases while in others they differ by factors of 2-4.
• The effect of fast rotation is also showed in the figure (right). A combination of rotation and binarity may even enhance more the number of predicted WRs.
Finally, aperture effects may also affect the measurements. As discussed in Kehrig et al. (2013) , WRs are normally localized in a small area compared to the more extended presence of the rest of the ionizing population. If a too-small aperture is used all the light from WRs is measured but not all the light coming from the rest of the ionizing population. On the other hand, if a too-large aperture is applied, dilution of the light from WRs occurs because the continuum increases and light from other ionizing populations may be included. The former happened with the spectrum from SDSS obtained for the metal-poor WR galaxy Mrk 178 ). This study could be affected by the latter, given that the typical size of the H ii regions in this study is of the order of 150-250 pc, typical size of giant H ii regions, where several ionizing populations may be present (e.g., like in 30 Doradus; Doran et al. 2013) . Should this happen, ratios of properties of the WR population to those of the whole ionizing population (i.e., WR to O number ratio, intensity ratio of the blue bump flux at λ4686 to Hβ , equivalent width of the blue bump) would be diminished due to aperture effects, which would result in even worse agreement with models.
All in all, it is clear that a single model is not able to reproduce the observed values in many cases. Nevertheless, if additional processes are taken into account (i.e., dust absorption, photon leakage, binarity, fast rotation of the WRs), a general agreement could be reached.
WRs and binarity
In the previous section we compared our observations with different stellar population models. Models that include binary interactions and/or rotation are able to better reproduce some observables. Therefore, motivated by the models, in this section we investigate the binary channel by studying the X-ray emission in the circumnuclear region of NGC 3310. That way we can test the binary fraction of the ionizing population with strong presence of WRs.
The X-ray emission of starburst galaxies is mainly produced by high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXB), supernova remnants (SNR) and hot gas heated by both the energy originated in supernova (SN) explosions and stellar winds (Cerviño, Mas-Hesse & Kunth 2002; Persic & Rephaeli 2002; Fabbiano 2006) . While most of the soft part of the X-ray emission (0.5-2 keV) is produced by gas at kT ∼ 0.3-0.7 keV, in general the hard X-ray emission (2-10 keV) is dominated by High Mass X-ray Binaries, HMXB, (Persic et al. 2004 ). They are compact objects which are accreting matter from a massive companion star. When the matter of the disc falls onto the compact object, the potential energy released ends up heating the gas up to millions of Kelvin, generating hard X-ray emission. Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) are also conspicuous hard X-ray emitters, and can dominate the emission of their host galaxy, and indeed, hard X-ray emission has been used as a tracer of AGN activity in galaxies. If there is no AGN, the hard X-ray luminosity from HMXBs can be used as a star formation tracer (Grimm, Gilfanov & Sunyaev 2003; Ranalli, Comastri & Setti 2003; Persic et al. 2004; Lehmer et al. 2010; Pereira-Santaella et al. 2011; Mineo, Gilfanov & Sunyaev 2012) . Fig. 6 shows a 0.5 ′′ resolution X-ray image from the Chandra X-ray Observatory in the 2-8 keV energy range (left), and a lower resolution XMM-Newton X-ray image in the (2-10 keV) energy range. Different components can be observed in the former image while only about three blended knots of X-ray emission are distinguished in the latter. Tzanavaris & Georgantopoulos (2007) obtained the spectrum of the nucleus of NGC 3310 using Chandra data. They could fit their spectrum with an empirical power-law, a MEKAL model (of a soft thermal or hot plasma) and moderate intrinsic absorption. The thermal plasma represents the soft Xray emitting gas heated by SN shocks and stellar winds, whereas the power-law reproduces the observed hard X-ray continuum produced by X-ray binaries and/or an AGN. The integration of a Gaussian corresponding to the Fe Kα emission was discussed there. In fact, although the Fe Kα emission line has been found in a few starbursts like M82 and NGC 253 (Cappi et al. 1999) , being its origin associated with X-ray binaries and SNRs, this high-energy line is detected mainly in active galaxies. Tzanavaris and their colleagues derived an X-ray unabsorbed luminosity of the central source of about 2.3×10 40 erg s −1 in the range 0.2-10 keV, with an uncertainty of a factor of 2. On the other hand, Jenkins et al. (2004) used XMM data to fit the spectra for the main body of the galaxy (bassically covering an aperture with similar area to that covered in Fig. 6 ), and determined an unabsorbed luminosity of about 1.26×10 41 erg s −1 in the range 0.3-10 keV. The X-ray flux of the central source is therefore between 10 and 20% of the total galactic flux in the 0.2-10 keV band, as claimed in Tzanavaris & Georgantopoulos (2007) .
About half of the H ii regions with detectable WR features have an X-ray counterpart (see Fig. 6 , left). We have obtained the EPIC X-ray spectra taken with the two MOS and the pn camera within an aperture of 35 ′′ in radius, large enough to include all the X-ray emission showed in the figure. Since we have the data corresponding to two observation runs we have total of six spectra to analyse. We fitted each set of three spectra simultaneously using the XSPEC package 4 , version 12.8. Jenkins et al. (2004) produced several fits to the spectrum of this source by first fitting it with an absorbed powerlaw, then fixing the column density and finally adding one or two hot plasma (i.e., MEKAL) components. That way, they ensured a more physically realistic fit (i.e., point sources in star-forming galaxies typically have nonnegligible absorption; Lira et al. 2002) . Following this procedure we successfully fitted the spectra using a simple model consisting of an absorbed ( WABS) thermal plasma (VMEKAL) plus an absorbed power-law. Contrary to the previously mentioned hot plasma model, VMEKAL allows to set the individual abundances. The [Fe/O] ratio was left as a free parameter, since the most prominent spectral features in the soft X-ray range are produced by these elements (the Fe L-shell and the O K-shell), and the abundance ratio could be determined. larger than those made with the pn camera due to calibration issues (Stuhlinger et al. 2006) . The results of the fits in a spectral range of 0.5-8 keV for both datasets are reported in table 4 (simultaneous fit). It can be seen that, although the absorption of the thermal component is not very well constrained, the slope of the powerlaw is consistent in both fits. The derived slopes and Xray luminosities are also consistent with each other. Given that the normalization constants are not the same we could made different determinations of the X-ray flux for each of the three cameras. However, we adopted the flux for the data taken with the pn camera because of its superior sensitivity.
We also produced for each dataset a single spectrum by merging the spectra of the three cameras using the SAS task epicspeccombine. The results of the fits are also shown in the table. We also show in Fig. 7 an example of the fit for the dataset ID 0556280102. In this case, an absorption to the thermal component could not be constrained and actually dit not improve the fit. Additionally, the fits are a bit poorer, probably due to the systematics between the MOS and the pn cameras.
The derived power-law component in all cases is slightly steeper than in local starbursts (Γ = 1.2; Persic & Rephaeli 2003) , and more similar to that in local Luminous Infrared Galaxies, LIRGs (Γ ∼ 1.8). The measured N H corresponds to A V ∼ 0.5 mag using the Güver &Özel (2009) conversion factor. This absorption is consistent with that derived at optical wavelengths (A V ∼ 0.4 − 0.7; Paper I). We adopt an average X-ray luminosity L 2−10 keV = 3 × 10 40 erg s −1 . As mentioned before, Tzanavaris & Georgantopoulos (2007) estimated that the contribution to the total X-ray emission of the circumnuclear region in this galaxy of the nucleus is about 10%. Since we are interested in the high energy regime we compared the X-ray emission of the central source (reported by Tzanavaris & Georgantopoulos 2007) with that for the circumnuclear region we measure, but for the power-law component. They obtained L X (PL; 0.2 − 10keV) = 1.95
40 erg s −1 , which at their assumed distance for NGC 3310 gives a flux of about 4.7 × 10 −13 erg cm −2 s −1 . We derive a flux from 16 to 20 ×10 −13 erg cm −2 s −1 , about a factor of 4 higher. Therefore, in the high energy regime we estimate the contribution of the central source as about 25% of the total emission of the 0.51 ± 0.03 0.37 ± 0.05 1.12 9.5 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 0.2 0556280102 Combined 1.0 1.64 ± 0.05 . . . 0.51 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.02 1.36 9.3 ± 0.3 2.9 ± 0.1
Notes.
Col (1): ID of the observation. Col (2): fitted spectrum, either a simultaneous fit of the MOS and pn spectra ("simultaneous") or a fit of the combined spectrum ("combined"). Col (3): column density of the absorption for the power-law component. Col (4): the power-law slope. Col (5): column density of the absorption for the hot plasma component. Col (6): temperature of the thermal component. Col (7): abundance ratio of the thermal component. Col (8): reduced χ 2 . Col (9): unabsorbed X-ray flux in the energy range 2-10 keV. The modelled flux for the pn data (the pn camera has higher sensitivity) has been adopted. Col (10): unabsorbed X-ray luminosity in the energy range 2-10 keV, assuming a distance of 16.1 Mpc for the galaxy.
circumnuclear region of NGC 3310. Under this assumption, the non-nuclear hard X-ray luminosity (mainly associated with ionizing populations with WR features) corresponds to about L 2−10 keV = 2.2 × 10 40 erg s −1 . We have applied the well-known correlation between the hard X-ray luminosity and the SFR in order to estimate the total SFR over the last 100 Myr of those regions with an X-ray counterpart, using the prescription by Grimm, Gilfanov & Sunyaev (2003) for L X 3 × 10 40 erg s −1 : 
With a flux of F X (0.5 − 8 keV) ∼ 1.3 × 10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 , applying the same correction for the central source of the galaxy, we obtain L 0.5−8 keV ∼ 3 × 10 40 erg s −1 and SFR ∼ 11.5 M ⊙ yr −1 . Using optical data in Paper I we derived an integrated SFR between 4.4 and 13 M ⊙ yr −1 . Our estimated values using Xray data lie within the same interval, which is not surprising taking into account that HMXBs also trace recent star formation activity (τ < a few × 10 7 yr; Grimm, Gilfanov & Sunyaev 2003; Shtykovskiy & Gilfanov 2005) .
As mentioned before, during the last few years models including the interaction of binary stars have been developed. Evolutionary population synthesis models by Cerviño, Mas-Hesse & Kunth (2002) (hereafter, CMHK02) can reproduce satisfactorily the observed values of the soft X-ray luminosity in starbursts (Mas-Hesse, Otí-Floranes & Cerviño 2008) . Also, CMHK02 models predict the order of magnitude of young binary systems which are active, i.e. actually emitting X-rays by accretion processes and therefore considered HMXBs, at a given evolutionary state of the burst and once an initial binary fraction, f bin , is assumed. Their predictions are thus sensitive to the existent binary fraction in a burst. We used the CMHK02 models to confirm the presence of HMXBs in those HII regions with detectable WR features and a counterpart in the Chandra image (see Fig. 6, left) . Thus, we estimated the order of magnitude of the number of active binaries in NGC 3310, as well as their integrated hard X-ray emission L 2−10 keV assuming a typical luminosity L X ∼ 10 38 erg s −1 for every single HMXB. Excluding the nucleus, the age of the ionizing population of H ii regions hosting WRs ranges from 3 to about 5 Myr, and their integrated mass is of the order of 4 × 10 7 M ⊙ . According to the CMHK02 models (for Z = 0.4Z ⊙ ) and assuming a binary fraction of f bin = 0.5, this is consistent with about 100 active HXMB and an integrated hard X-ray luminosity of L 2−10 keV ∼ 10 40 erg s −1 . This prediction is similar within a factor of 2 to the observed L 2−10 keV value yielded by the fitting models of the XMM-Newton spectra already described above. Given the uncertainties inherent to this sort of estimations, and bearing in mind that CMHK02 models only predict the order of magnitude of the number of active binaries, we argue that there exists an excellent agreement between the predicted and the observed hard X-ray luminosity values for NGC 3310. If, on the other hand, no presence of binaries is considered in the CMHK02 models (i. e., f bin = 0), the only contributions to the hard X-ray emission are those from the SNRs and the hard-energy tail of the thermal contribution from the gas heated by the starburst activity. Under the same initial parameters of mass, age and metallicity, the integrated predicted hard X-ray emission is of the order of L 2−10 keV ∼ 5 × 10 38 erg s −1 , i.e., a factor of 20 lower than that predicted with f bin = 0.5, and even lower compared to the observed value using the XMMNewton data. In conclusion, the predicted X-ray luminosity using the CMHK02 models including binaries is close to the measured Xray luminosity in circumnuclear H ii regions with strong presence of WRs. This result strengthens the notion discussed in the previous section that additional processes, such as the binary population, should be included in stellar population modelling if a correct characterization of the WR population is to be made.
WR-GRB connection. The importance of the environment
As we have just seen, the WR population can be well related to high energy processes. In this section, we investigate if this population is also behind the most energetic events in the Universe, the Gammaray bursts (GRBs). The mechanisms that can produce such amounts of photons with energies as high as several MeV and GeV and the identification of their progenitors remain disputed. Short GRBs (with a duration of 2 s and hard spectrum) are believed to originate from the merger of compact binaries. On the The L − Z relation of NGC 3310 (yellow star) and long-duration GRB hosts in H10, being in black the original values and in red our recalculated metallicities using the C-method (see text). Luminosity-metallicity relation for various galaxy samples are drawn from the literature: UV-selected galaxies from Contini et al. (2002) (solid orange line), SDSS star-forming galaxies from Tremonti et al. (2004) (solid blue line), a large magnitude-limited sample from Lamareille et al. (2004) (dotted pink line), irregular and spiral galaxies from Kobulnicky et al. (1999) (dashed red line), emission-line galaxies at z ∼ 8 from the Deep Extragalactic Evolutionary Probe 2 survey (Zahid et al. 2011 ; dotted-dashed black line) and star-forming BCGs from Shi et al. (2005) (three dotted-dashed green line). Right: The M − Z relation of NGC 3310 (yellow star) and long-duration GRB hosts in H10 (in black and red, as explained before). The relation obtained for the mass-metallicity relation of a sample of 150 blue/star-forming galaxies observed with CALIFA (Sánchez et al. 2013 ) is overplotted as a solid line. Dashed lines indicate the 0.1 dex dispersion around Sanchez's M − Z relation.
contrary, long GRBs (with a duration 2 s and soft spectrum) are thought to result from the extreme gravitational collapse of a rapidly rotating, massive star (core-collapsar model; Hartmann 2005, and references therein). The most favoured parent supernova (SN) population of GRBs is formed by peculiar type Ibc SNe. WRs are naturally considered to be the most favoured candidates of long duration GRB progenitors. According to models, a lower limit to the metallicity of sub-solar value (i.e., Z 0.2 − 0.4Z ⊙ ) is needed (Hirschi, Meynet & Maeder 2005) , though magnetic-field breaking present some difficulties in producing GRBs (Petrovic et al. 2005) . WRs have indeed been observed in several GRB hosts (Han et al. 2010; hereafter H10) . Here we compare the properties of these hosts and the integrated properties of NGC 3310. A detailed study on the environment of a local galaxy with similar properties than GRB hosts is essential to better understand the physical properties of GRBs observed at moderate and high redshifts and the nature of their progenitors.
H10 performed a spectral analysis of 8 long-duration GRBs hosts in order to study the environment in which such energetic events can take place. Since, according to the core-collapsar model, WRs are considered as the most favored candidates of the progenitor of long-duration GRBs, the presence of WRs in their hosts provided evidence in favour. They identified other characteristics that support the core-collapsar model, such as the observed high WR/O star ratio (i.e., 0.01-0.20) and the low metallicity of their sample of GRB hosts. We do indeed find for the regions in NGC 3310 similar ratios. H10 studied the luminosity and stellar mass-metallicity relations to relate GRB hosts with the WR population. They represent fundamental relations which indicate the evolutionary status and star-formation histories of the galaxies. We have thus derived the integrated luminosity, mass and metallicity of NGC 3310 and have compared these relations with those obtained in H10.
First of all, the adopted oxygen abundance for NGC 3310 corresponds to 12 + log(O/H) = 8.25 ± 0.10 since, according to Paper I, this is the typical abundance measured at one effective radius and in any case the metallicity gradient in NGC 3310 is rather flat. Note that for a galaxy with a steep metallicity gradient the characteristic oxygen abundance, representative of the average value across the galaxy, corresponds basically to that at one effective radius in the Local Universe (Zaritsky, Kennicutt & Huchra 1994; Sánchez et al. 2013) . Then, we took the photometric B-band magnitude of this galaxy from the literature (in particular, from NED 5 ).
In Fig. 8 (left) we present the L − Z diagram for GRB hosts showing detectable WR features in H10 and for NGC 3310. H10 made use of a calibration based on the R 23 parameter (Pagel, Terlevich & Melnick 1986 ) to obtain abundances. Although calibrations based on this parameter are widely used, they are known to present important issues at moderately-low metallicities, just the metallicities derived in H10. Nevertheless, H10 provide the line fluxes for the different element species (i.e., [
, which has allowed us to recalculate such estimations. To that end and with the knowledge that the metallicity could in principle be lower than 12 + log(O/H) = 8.0 we have used the Counterpart method (C-method), described in Pilyugin, Grebel & Mattsson (2012) . This method is based on the standard assumption that H ii regions with similar intensities of strong emission lines have similar physical properties and abundances. It basically selects a number of reference (well-measured abundances) H ii regions and then the abundances in the target H ii region are estimated through extra-/interpolation. Although all the figures with oxgyen abundance and N/O ratios (in next section) shown refer to the values obtained using the C-method, we have also derived independent values using the recently published HII-CHI-mistry (Pérez-Montero 2014), based on updated grids of photoionization models. Although differeces arise within 0.1-0.2 dex between both methods, the tendences described in this work are the same.
As can be seen in the figure, the new abundance values are generally similar to those derived in H10, though for two cases the offset is 0.2 dex, larger than the typical uncertainties of the calibrations used. The characteristic abundance of NGC 3310 is similar or somewhat higher than the characteristic abundance of H10's GRB hosts. As for the most luminous ones (including NGC 3310), the discrepancy with other samples from the literature (starforming, spiral, irregular and compact dwarf galaxies) is evident. GRB hosts and NGC 3310 have lower metallicity values than other galaxies at similar luminosities. This trend is also discussed in Levesque et al. (2010) and Graham & Fruchter (2013) .
We have derived the stellar mass of NGC 3310 following the recipe given in Bell et al. (2003) , which relates the stellar massto-light ratio and the colour of a galaxy to its mass. In particular, we have used the (B − V) colour and K-band absolute magnitude to estimate the stellar mass of NGC 3310, using the following expression:
where the coeffitiens a K and b K are taken from Table 7 in Bell et al. (2003) . With this we plot the M − Z relation for NGC 3310 and compare it with the one obtained for GRB hosts in H10 and the M − Z relation explored in the CALIFA sample (Sánchez et al. 2013) for 150 blue/star-forming galaxies (Fig. 8, right) . Again, the discrepancy between NGC 3310 and GRB hosts with local star-forming galaxies (this case with comparable stellar masses) is obvious. All in all, NGC 3310 share properties with GRB hosts located at higher redshifts and where the presence of WRs has been verified. These properties differ from those of normal local star-forming, compact and irregular galaxies. There is clear evidence that NGC 3310 collided with a poor-metal dwarf galaxy (Balick & Heckman 1981; Schweizer & Seitzer 1988; Kregel & Sancisi 2001) , producing a minor merger event. Models of galaxy interactions predict that in a major merger event, radial mixing processes take place (e.g., Barnes & Hernquist 1996; Rupke, Kewley & Barnes 2010; Perez, Michel-Dansac & Tissera 2011) . As a consequence a preexisting metallicity gradient flattens, as observed in several samples of interacting galaxies (e.g., Chien et al. 2007; Kewley et al. 2010; Rupke, Kewley & Chien 2010; Rich et al. 2012) , and more recently in a statistically significant sample of interacting and noninteracting galaxies in Sánchez et al. (2014) . The same scenario could happen in a minor merger event, as a few observations suggest (Paper I; Werk et al. 2011; Alonso-Herrero et al. 2012) . It is not surprising that the typical abundance of the parent (prior to merger) galaxy has been lowered due to metal mixing processes induced by the merger event. Therefore, a minor event with a poor-metal object seems to be the logical process to understand the discrepancies of some properties of NGC 3310 discussed here with those of other type of galaxies and starbursts. This induces us to speculate if GRB hosts are preferentially products of merger events, which can trigger star-formation and flatten previous abundance gradients of the gas. In fact, several studies support that nuclear starbursts in interacting galaxies (even for minor mergers) require a top-heavy initial mass function (IMF), preferentially producing high-mass stars (e.g. Rieke et al. 1980 
Chemical enrichment by WR winds
As it is clearly reflected in the previous sections, WRs are involved in energetic processes. These processes eject large amounts of metals to the interstellar medium (ISM). Not only the SN explosions but also the powerful stellar winds that the most massive O stars undergo before and during the WR phase can pollute the ISM with metals in relatively short time-scales. In fact, since early in the 90's it is well known that WRs are significant contributors of He, N and C to the ISM (Maeder 1992) . In this section we compare the abundance of different species so as to know the extent of the rapid chemical pollution caused primarily by the WRs.
In Paper I we derived the oxygen abundance of the gas for the complete sample of H ii regions in NGC 3310. We compare in Fig. 9 (left) the abundances for the whole sample with those for H ii regions hosting WRs. Although the distributions seem different, the difference in median values is less than 0.1 dex, larger than the typical systematics (i.e, ∼0.2 dex), and according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) the significance level at which both distributions can be considered different does not reach 99%. Therefore, the oxygen abundance is roughly homogeneous in NGC 3310 over spatial scales of few hundreds of pc. This is in agreement with the flat abundance gradient reported in Paper I.
A similar comparison has been done on the nitrogen to oxygen abundance ratio. With the methods described in the previous section we could also obtained log (N/O). As Fig. 9 (centre) shows, the median value of this distribution is about -1.05 if we consider all identified H ii regions in NGC 3310. When we make the histogram only for H ii regions with measurable WR features, the histogram seems to be shifted 0.1 dex towards higher N/O ratios (i.e., higher N abundances). Although the difference in the median value of both distributions is just 0.06 dex, According to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) the significance level at which both distributions can be considered different is higher than 99%. Thus, our measurements suggest that pollution by WRs cannot be ruled out in some cases at scales of the order of 200-300 pc. We have explored in which cases this enrichment is more evident by inspecting the ratio in a spaxel-by-spaxel basis (see Fig. 10 ). The enhancement of the N/O ratio is more evident in the central regions, with orange colours in the maps indicative of ratios of the order of ∼ −0.9. For the rest of H ii regions the yellow-greyish colours indicate ratios of the order of [-1.1,-1.2]. Here, each spaxel spans a linear distance of about 78 pc. Although a dithered pattern was followed when observations were taken in order to sample the space between fibres (with a diameter of 2.6 ′′ ) and an interpolation and reconstruction was made afterwards so as to have a spatial binning of 1 ′′ per spaxel, with our data we cannot really investigate spatial variations below the spatial resolution of the data, about 200 pc.
We can further assess the hypothesis of N enrichment taking into account that, if it comes from WR stellar winds, He enhancement is also expected (e.g. The well detected and measured HeI λλλ 4471,5876 and 6678 Å lines were considered to calculate the singly ionized helium abundances (y + ≡ He + /H + ). He line measurements at wavelengths 3889 and 4026 Å were not considered since, given the spectral resolution of the data (∼ 10 Å/pixel), the former is blended with the H8 Balmer line (at about 3889 Å) and the latter is observed (λ obs ∼ 4040 Å) at a very close wavelength to the HgI λ4046 Å sky line. The singly ionized helium abundance was calculated using the prescriptions provided by Monreal-Ibero et al. (2013) . We did not apply any correction for fluorescence (two of them have a small dependence with optical depth effects but the H ii regions have low densities) . We derived three singly ionized abundances. However, we only took the weighted average of two of them (those obtained via the λλ5876,6678 lines) as the adopted value, since important discrepancies were sometimes observed with the value obtained via the λ4471 line, which was the weakest of the three and extremely dependedent on the applied absorption correction derived with STARLIGHT .
The histogram of y + for the whole sample of H ii regions and for the sub-sample with WR features is essentially the same (the KS probability that the distributions are the same is higher than 90%). Under the assumption that the element abundances found in ring nebulae around Galactic WRs measured by Esteban & Vilchez (1992) are reasonably representative of the heavy element yields of WR winds, Brinchmann, Kunth & Durret (2008) estimated the expected average increase in log He/H and in log N/O in WR ejecta. The former estimation, of the order of 0.18 dex, is considerably lower than the latter, being ∼ 0.85 dex. Therefore, a higher sensitivity to changes in N/O are expected compared to He/H. Given the weak pollution of N that we have observed at scales of about 200 pc, the absence of pollution of He is consistent with the expectations.
Based on these results, although we did not robustly prove that WR stellar winds contribute significantly to the N enrichment at scales 200 pc, in some cases this hypothesis cannot be simply ruled out. In fact, in this study we are close to the spatial limit at which the hot gas is chemically homogeneous. According to several studies, on spatial scales of about a few hundreds of pc, the ionized gas observed in H ii regions is chemically homogeneous (e.g., Kehrig et al. 2008; Pérez-Montero & Contini 2009; Cairós et al. 2009; Pérez-Montero et al. 2011 ). On smaller scales and down to about 10 pc, chemical pollution has been previously reported for Galactic WR nebulae (Esteban & Vilchez 1992; Fernández-Martín et al. 2012 ) and for irregular and WR galaxies (e.g., López-Sánchez & Esteban 2010b; López-Sánchez et al. 2011; Monreal-Ibero, Walsh & Vílchez 2012; Kehrig et al. 2013; Perez-Montero et al. 2013 ).
The processes that rule metal dispersal and mixing on the ISM are not well understood yet within time-scales of < 10 Myr or ∼ 100 Myr. The fate of the metals released by massive stars in H ii regions is still an open question, and the processes beneath at work are hard to model (Recchi & Hensler 2013; Recchi, Hacar & Palestini 2013) . To better understand how the ejected metals cool and mix with the ISM, further investigation on the metal content of the different ISM phases and at lower spatial scales is needed. Detection of any chemical pollution on scales of less than a hundred parsecs escapes this work because of our resolution element size.
CONCLUSIONS
We have analysed in detail the broad stellar features originated by winds of Wolf-Rayet stars detected in a sample of H ii regions identified in the distorted spiral galaxy NGC 3310. The use of the IFS technique has allowed us to study the spatial distribution of star-forming regions hosting WRs, characterize their WR content and set constraints on evolutionary synthesis models. We have also investigated the influence of these stars on the environment. The most important results of this study can be summarized as follows:
-We have identified a total of 18 H ii regions distributed in the central regions of NGC 3310 and along the northern spiral arm. Interestingly, a few regions with similar derived ionized mass and lower continuum on the disc at larger galactocentric distances do not show clear evidence of stellar emission from WRs. We have performed a detailed fitting of the spectra of these regions considering the broad stellar and narrow nebular emission lines in the WR blue bump. Most of the broad band emission is likely to be originated from WNL stars, though a contribution of up to 10-20 % from Carbon-type WRs cannot be discarded. Under these considerations and assuming metallicity-dependent luminosities for the WR features, we conclude that the regions host from dozens to a few hundreds of WRs, being their integrated number in NGC 3310 somewhat larger than 4000.
-We have compared the number of WR to O stars ratio in our sample with empirical calibrations of this ratio using the intensity of the He ii λ4686 broad line or the λ4650 blend to derive the number of WRs. There is agreement within 0.1-0.2 dex only when correction of these ratios by dust absorption of UV photons by dust grains in the nebula is taken into account.
-Stellar synthesis models that do not include binaries or rotation in their prescriptions generally underpredict the observational measurements, i.e., EW (broad λ4686), I(broad λ4686)/I(Hβ). In most cases disagreement larger than factors of 2-3 occurs. Nevertheless, if a high fraction of binaries is included in models and photon leakage is taken into account, then observations and predictions come to a much better agreement. -The integrated hard X-ray luminosity (mainly originated in High Mass X-ray Binaries) of the central regions of NGC 3310 is of the order of L 2−10 keV ∼ 2.2 × 10 40 erg s −1 . There is a spatial correlation between the X-ray sources and the H ii regions hosting WRs. With the knowledge of the age and mass of the ionizing population in these regions we have estimated that the binary fraction must be significant, which reinforces the necessity of including this scenario in the models. -We have discussed on the plausability that WRs can be progenitors to long-durantion Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). We have found some similarities between integrated properties of NGC 3310 and a small sample of Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) hosts for which the presence of WR emission with high N/O ratios has been observed. In particular, they all seem not to follow the wellknown luminosity-metallicity and mass-metallicty correlations that have been observed in a variety of star-forming objects (e.g., UV-selected galaxies, SDSS star-forming galaxies, irregular and spiral galaxies), showing lower metallicity at a given luminosity. A past galaxy interaction can be behind the discrepancy with the mentioned correlations for NGC 3310. Therefore, the environment may play an important role in the mechanisms that induce GRBs. -The nebular chemical abundance in these regions is in general homogeneous over spatial scales of 200-300 pc. However, in a few cases a weak evidence for N metal enrichment due to strong WR stellar winds has been found at scales close to 200 pc. Therefore, at lower scales WRs are likely to be able to affect the environment at relatively short time-scales. 
